Hey guys! Miss Leah here. Are you ready for **SLIME TIME**?! I’m going to show you a few takes on a favorite STEAM project. Enjoy!

Let’s start with the basics. You will need:

- Liquid starch
- Elmer’s liquid glue
- Large mixing bowl
- Food coloring

That’s it!

Oh, and have some paper towels on hand...
First, I’m going to show you a basic slime recipe: Measure out 1/2 cup glue (white, clear, or glittery) and add any food coloring or glitter if you wish. Now add in 1/2 cup liquid starch. Stir and stir until the slime pulls away from the sides of the bowl. If it is still sticky, add a bit more starch. **Helpful hint:** It’s easiest to mix with your hands!

**There you have it—Slime!**
So now that you’ve mastered basic slime, you can get fancy with it. Let’s try a new one: **Fluffy Slime**! This slime has just one special additive: **SHAVING CREAM**!

Start with **one cup of glue**. Next, spray in about **1/2 cup shaving cream**. Stir these together and add color if you want. Add **1/3 cup liquid starch**. Use your hands to mix these together. If it’s still sticky, add a bit more starch.

**Helpful hint:** Shaving gel will not work. Get the white, foamy stuff!
Next comes a slime that requires only one small change: **Glow in the Dark Slime**

You will use the **same recipe as the basic slime**, only you will replace the white or clear glue with **Elmer’s Glow in the Dark liquid glue**. This comes in a variety of colors! If you want to get fancy, you can order **glow powder** online, but this is not a necessity.
Another option you have for Glow in the Dark Slime is replacing liquid starch with Elmer’s Magical Liquid. Just add this to any liquid glue and watch what happens!

Helpful hint: Be sure to get the magical liquid that says “Glow” on it. There are several varieties!
Magnetic Slime is fun to make, and requires a specific additive that can be found in the garden section of several stores: Iron Oxide Powder. Pour 1/4 cup liquid glue into a bowl and add in 2 tablespoons iron oxide powder. Make sure it gets evenly stirred. Mix in 1/8 cup liquid starch. Food coloring will not work for this slime recipe— the iron oxide will make the slime black.

Note: Regular refrigerator magnets are not strong enough to make this effective.

You will need a neodymium magnet. Use extreme caution with these magnets— they are very strong. Keep out of reach of small kids.
Okay, are you ready to get crazy with this one? You can combine these slime recipes for...

**Glow in the Dark Fluffy Slime!!**

This can either be make with liquid starch or Elmer’s Magical Liquid.

Use glow in the dark glue, add shaving cream, and then starch or Glow in the Dark Magical Liquid. Both of these follow the basic slime recipe, the only difference is the shaving cream. Easy, huh?!

Check it out:

Looks pretty boring, right?

But wait...
Turn off the lights!
This one was fun! It’s amazing what we can make with just a few household supplies. I hope you all had fun with this one. Remember to keep checking our social media for all of our virtual events. Be safe and stay healthy!

Miss Leah